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Can you comfortably and confidently approach or connect with any 

woman at anytime, anywhere? 
 

If not, this PDF will change your life.  I used to have anxiety and butterflies with 

approaching and meeting women and often just wouldn't approach out of fear, anxiety, 

what I should say and what they would think.  I didn't want to face rejection so I usually 

prevented it by NOT approaching; very often, I just lived in my own world. 

 

Yet, since my breakthrough over the past (about) 6 years I've been fear-less with women; 

any women, no matter their social class.  There just isn't anxiety because I've mastered 

these 9 keys to confidence.   

 

Not that these keys are ‘definitive’ but coming as someone who has this level of reality 

with women (beyond natural) and is a transformational coach for men, I know they 

work and they will radically change your life (beyond just with women and worthiness). 

 

Being fearless in approaching or talking to women isn't about 'feeling the fear and doing 

it anyways', it's actually an absence of fear and anxiety. 

 

Just think of how you feel when you're talking to a woman you're not interested in at all; 

you're comfortable, don't want or need anything from her and you're 'cool'.  

Now...replace that feeling with the level of women you do want.   

 

Yet, that's where you screw things up and it's when you get disinterest and rejection 

from women all over the place.  Little did you realize that it was you who was attracting 

it b/c you were caught in your own mess and experience.   

 

That’s why I’m here now.  In the past, your subconscious desires likely went out of 

control and you couldn’t control the anxiety around her whether on first meeting or on 

a date with a woman of your ideal characteristics. 

 

We're going to resolve it so that instead of rejection you have women 

open and interested in you, ok? 



 

But to do so, you have to be accountable to your own transformation.  Transformation 

which these keys will bring. 

 

Being fearLESS means having that same LACK of anxiety and fear as you do with women 

you're not interested in as with the hottest women you can meet on any night out.  And 

that level is when the world of women really opens up to you.   

 

Now, it's not that you won't get 'rejection' when meeting and cold-approaching women, 

but it's an entirely different reality at the level of rejection-proof confidence than you 

may be able to imagine right now.  We'll be covering that key as well. 

 

So let's get right to the point. 

 

You want to meet more women, you don't like rejection, you value sex and you want 

more confidence and attraction with women.  Sound about right? 

 

So to get to a mastery of comfort in your own skin and confidence to be able to meet 

(and get the phone # of any type of woman you wanted at any time), let's look at these 

3 options. 

 

If you had 3 choices which would you choose; 

 

1. Approach 5000 women painfully facing hardcore rejection consistently 

memorizing pick-up lines 

2. Approach 100 women and integrate these transformational keys to 

confidence 

3. Do nothing and stay in your current reality to get hot dates 'few and far 

between’ b/c women 'rarely' show signs and you don’t want to risk getting 

rejected 

 

What would be your choice of the 3? 

 

Well, I didn't go the PUA path, so I'm giving you the answer for 2.  It will obviously 

require that you meet and approach women to reach mastery with confidence and 



connection in 'the approach', but it requires major insight and transformation so you 

actually become and be that confident man (and FAST) while minimizing the effects of 

rejection (which we’ll deal with in 1 of the keys). 

 

To be clear; the transformational work of these keys is the global outlook.  Do the keys 

and meet women.  Do the keys and meet women. 

 

Transformation (most of it you can do on your own) is what you do in addition to the 

approaches and meeting women.  It's not ‘just’ transformational work NOR is it just 

meeting women and being social.  It's both that can get you to MASTERY confidence 

like a natural and alpha male with any women you want to meet (and have a rejection-

proof level of reality so that even when it doesn't work out, it doesn't hurt your self-

esteem). 

 

If you take it seriously enough and apply this, I have absolutely no doubt you can do it.   

It’s not even about having ‘more balls’, it’s about accepting the greater truth that you 

really are this powerful and worthy.  That’s what I bring and have brought to many men 

around the world as a top transformational coach for single men. 

 

Choosing this path, realistically you will bypass almost the entirety of PUA's level 

confidence (which, well..generally ISN’T) just by doing some of this work and you'll do it 

fast.  And it’s not that a natural is better than a PUA, it’s just that being a PUA has loads 

of dysfunction associated with it and inherent unworthiness. 

 

This transformational path will connect you to authentic power as a man who is desired 

internationally (and locally) by women.  Sound good?  Good. 

 

As you know, not every woman will be open to you even when you're a grandmaster of 

all of this, so you have to 'deal' with what you might label as rejection (unless you 

primarily choose to meet women in other ways than cold-approaching).  Fortunately, 

dealing with it masterfully is one of the 9 keys that will get you this level of confidence 

to meet any woman 'cold' (or warm) at anytime. 

 



I recommend officially to meet women in a variety of ways (mix it up) but mastering this 

area of cold-approaching and meeting women who you WANT to approach will really 

up-level your lifestyle and confidence. 

 

So, are you ready?  Let's dig into the 9 keys to mastery confidence with approaching and 

meeting women.  Apply these keys and as you meet your next 100 women, you WILL 

become a different man but you have to give yourself room to transform and let go of 

your dysfunctional, past belief systems, ok? 

 

It doesn't even have to take much time to transform, because when you bring time into 

the equation you create space (ref Einstein).  You could have the level of conscious 

awareness and subjective experience as that of a natural alpha right NOW.   

 

It's all about raising your awareness and letting go of your past knowing of reality so you 

can live from power (which is your actual truth of reality).   

 

These 9 keys will give you alpha male confidence and beyond. 

 

-Rion Williams 

 

www.naturalgamedating.com (old school mailing list & website) 
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1. Self Acceptance 
 

We’ll start here. 

 

This is a major component to you having rejection-proof confidence and chances are 

you don't have near the level of self-acceptance you could.  Power is relational and how 

you relate to sources of power 'outside of yourself' is a reflection of YOUR level of 

power and self worth. 

 

So until you're worthy of a Lady GaGa or (name your favorite model), you have more 

work to do on your level of self-acceptance.  Women are comparing you to THEIR power 

and sensing if they vibe or connect with you.  If they don’t, they’ll find a way to reject 

you. 

 

When you do accept yourself though, this can make you totally impervious to even if the 

hottest women in the world rejected you so the dynamic range on YOUR level of self 

acceptance is huge.  Why?  Because like fashionable women, they are leveraging 

POWER that extends beyond their personal self and if you aren’t connected or compare 

to that power, you’re shot down right at the start. 

 

Are you at the level you COULD be with women? 

 

Rockstars and movie stars are closer to this level of self acceptance and there's no 

reason you can't have it (no matter your past experience), because it's not about fame, 

it's about a greater acceptance of yourself in relation to all power.  And all power comes 

from Source (consciousness, oneness, God) so you can choose your relationship to it. 

 

Remember that this stuff is transformational and will GET you to the reality of fear-

LESSness (absence of fear) with any woman to have her interested even when you're 

just saying 'Hi' but from power.   

 

Successfully meeting women consistently is all about power and connection so we have 

to bring in the awareness that mPUA’s who still live in fear don’t have.  And we have to 

bring in the conscious awareness of what naturals are doing so that you can get back to 



your nature faster than ever.  That’s why we have to cover transformational things like 

your ‘greater truth’. 

 

The bigger picture is; when you have divine self-acceptance, no one can ever take 

anything away from you.  This means you can live with freedom and be in the playing 

field of life (socially) instead of being on the sidelines. 

 

And guess what?  THAT is power and its connection to all power as a reflection of itself.   

 

And that level of self-acceptance is going to resonate with women who have a lot of 

power and beauty themselves (that goes beyond their personal sexuality or personality) 

b/c they see that reflection within you instead of the anxiety you approached them with 

before when they were in a position to continually reject you.   

 

Great self-acceptance & self-love gives you freedom to be yourself no matter what 

others think.  It comes across as unshakable confidence and self-assuredness in your 

own expression, regardless of what others think.  And that is massively attractive.   

 

Combining these 9 transformational keys to mastery confidence is where things can 

get ridiculous fast and you won't even recognize yourself or the alpha results you're 

experiencing with women. 

 

Combined with a mastery of indifference, where it doesn't matter her level of beauty, 

'you're doing your thing' and you don't need her, thus a healthy relationship COULD 

form with her and other women and you're just in a new experience entirely.  I’ve had 

men say they can hardly believe what’s happening with women around them at a new 

level; believe it!  There’s going to be more of it, more often now that this centralizing 

PDF is out. 

 

Then you have to accept THAT level of reality as you continue awakening to a greater 

self-acceptance of your own power and beauty attracted and reflected in the world. 

 

You are the source and you can’t rely on others outside of yourself to approve of you or 

they hold the power; the power to REJECT YOU (and then you let it affect your heart or 

self-esteem because of your OWN dysfunction). 



Working on this as a man, is a big thing to do because it'll remove your own 

dysfunctions that are attracting a lot of judgment and rejection TOWARDS you.  And 

from there, it's not just an ego-based self-acceptance of identification with your body 

and personality, but really a DIVINE self-acceptance to a power greater than yourself 

(God, source, Spirit, your higher Self).   

 

And then it's an unconditional acceptance towards others beyond the personal level 

(yes, it gets more advanced but this is the level that rockstars actually resonate at b/c 

they transcend themselves).   

 

Put Ryan Gosling or Tom Cruise in a room and they'll stand out even if no one recognizes 

their fame because their level of CONNECTION and self-acceptance is grandiose and 

coming from a greater knowing of all power and acceptance of that power (functionally 

as compared to dysfunctionally).  They have ‘star power’ and functional self-esteem. 

 

As you resonate acceptance and respect out into the world like a Mother Theresa (for 

example), rarely will you attract rejection (see the upcoming key on functional and 

dysfunctional).   

 

So you must work on yourself unless you want to keep experiencing the same results.  

Unless you change, how can you expect a NEW RESULT? 

 

As you truly accept yourself, so will the world and the world of women.  And that's 

when things will majorly change; and it doesn’t have to take long at all.   

 

However, since we're talking specifically about approaching and meeting women here, 

you can still have your own personal or minimal standards of what you want in a woman 

when meeting them, but you shouldn't 'project' too much or you may be caught up in 

fantasy instead of truly discovering each women in front of you realistically to see if 

there is a physical connection.   

 

When you accept THEIR beauty and power, they will be less rejecting and judgmental 

towards you when you meet them.  But at the core is your OWN self-acceptance.  

When you accept yourself, you reflect that out to other confident people who would 

vibe or resonate with it. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=ryan+gosling


 

If you’re consistently attracting REJECTION, somewhere within, you are rejecting 

YOURSELF. 

 

OUCH/Wow! 

 

When you accept the divine feminine truth within women and you value that (vs. trying 

to selfishly get physical sex from them or the fantasy of it), you will attract something 

entirely different. 

 

It will make you unshakable because it's all how you relate to everything else of power.   

 

Ultimately there is oneness and unity in connection so when you accept that greater 

truth (see *Connection), you'll be divinely functional and attracting of great power and 

beauty because it sees itself as a reflection of you.   

 

Often, since they may not want to deal with the neediness within themselves they will 

REJECT YOU instead of wanting to be with you.  But as you evolve, more and more 

women will see their sexiness and balance within the sexier man that you are becoming 

as a reflection of themselves.  And they can’t get enough of it. 

 

Add into all of this that media and social programming creates DIS-connection between 

you and women so you have to have a stronger reality around the women you’re 

approaching.  You have to resonate great self-acceptance in face of everything. 

 

The greater truth is that you really ARE a sex God with the power to create life and 

you've barely tapped into how powerful and accepting of that power you really are.  Not 

the narcissistic kind but that of a healthy knowing and truth. 

 

You are the answer and balance to all glamour and beauty of women. 

 

Have you accepted THAT about yourself yet?   

 

Then it's time to do transformational things like the Attracting & Receiving Beauty 

Powerliminal. 

http://www.powerliminals.com/attracting_receiving_beauty.html
http://www.powerliminals.com/attracting_receiving_beauty.html


 

It's a different reality than where women were always 'having boyfriends' or 'not 

interested'; your reality will soon be something else as you change your level of self-

acceptance. 

 

Do people reject a Tom Brady?  No.  They’re actually rejecting themselves in relation to 

his power.  Now, they may have difference of opinions about certain things but it isn’t 

rejection.  Only haters would do that.  Because he has GREAT self acceptance (put the 

fame aside and just key in on his vibe and others who have that level of self assurance 

and confidence). 

 

At alpha levels, rejection becomes rare and MAY turn into random hatership (which is 

easy to not let affect you).  Hatership and ignorance is so distant from the power and 

beauty which you resonate and vibe at, that your reality is turned upside down and you 

bring out the GOOD in people instead of their ugliness or something they don’t want to 

deal with (thus you MUST evolve and transform yourself).   

 

And you CAN go through this transformational process to become this alpha male.  It's 

actually FUN to do but it requires you to have a reason and desire to stretch and grow. 

 

So no matter how you meet new women, with a functional self-acceptance, as you grow 

into it, you'll be able to connect with more and more women without it ever damaging 

or affecting your self-esteem.  And when you truly embody all of these keys, you will be 

at Casanova level of confidence. 

 

True self-acceptance of your greater power and equality in relation to their power will 

make you worthy of the hottest women and this will come across and attract women 

like that to you.   

 

Beauty and power cannot reject itself or its own values and this is you (the man you’re 

becoming when you’re fully accepting and resonant with it)!   

 

And now we can do it directly and practically with transformational tools like 

Powerliminals and Natural Grounding. 

 

http://www.powerliminals.com/catalog.html
http://naturalgrounding.net/


“NG has been insanely powerful for me. I remember the first week I did it, girls would just come 

up to me and start flirting with me like crazy! It was so out of my reality at the time that I was in 

total shock! I've gotten to the point where I only need to do it once a week, (To let go of my 

ego.) 1000x thank you's to Rion for giving this value out for free. I've referred numerous people 

to www.naturalgrounding.net” -tdt 

 

As you consciously, emotionally and spiritually ACCEPT beauty and your own divine self-

esteem, beauty will be attracted to you - it can't HELP but do it.  And you will receive 

FAR less rejection (and far hotter women or girlfriends). 

 

As you accept the divinity of your masculine nature and the divinity of the feminine in 

the perfect balance of life as an expression of yourself you will radically transform your 

reality into consistency with women and attraction (because it IS universal). 

 

The beauty of women CANNOT reject its own perfect balance (which is the man you're 

becoming), only on the more personal level could a woman find reasons not to be with 

you (and then it doesn't matter b/c you value connection and would just meet new 

women; ref *functional rejection). 

 

But you must fully embody this and be congruent with that greater truth and worthiness.   

 

Btw, these higher levels of self-transformational work go far beyond lush sex lives and 

Casanova-level ‘dating’ or (consensual) seduction success, it goes into enlightened 

creativity, anti-aging, healing and enlightenment itself. 

 

So when you're meeting women and doing this transformational work, still not every 

woman is going to be interested and you'll get occasional drama.  Even if it's stinging, 

lashing judgment, prejudice, ignorance, rejection, hatership, criticism and defamation, 

it'll just be easier to see they were coming as a dysfunctional reflection within the 

consciousness of the other person. 

 

But you will PRIMARILY be attracting connection and interest from women as you grow 

in your own self-acceptance and connection. 

 

Remember, with healthy and divine self-acceptance from within, no woman can take 

anything away from you (unless you maybe didn't sign a pre-nup). With nothing that 

http://www.naturalgrounding.net/


can be taken from you and your self worth, the world becomes your oyster, your 

playground to create only NEW and deepening relationships (with those who are 

attracted to their reflection of beauty and advancement in you). 

 

So, this key to mastery with women is self-acceptance and by now I think you're 

beginning to see that you may have barely even scratched the surface to not only what 

is possible, but the levels you have the opportunity to step into as a man in relation to 

the power of women and THEIR socially empowered levels of glamour and beauty 

acceptance and popularity. 

 

Like the most empowered diva, you actually ARE worthy to all of that power, glamor and 

beauty as an expression of divinity manifest from source.  (Yes, we can work on this 

awakening transformational power for years to keep evolving). 

 

I'd love to be there with you to work on this as you continue meeting women so you can 

see DRAMATICALLY new results with women and worthiness and connection with the 

level of women you desire.   

 

And I hear it all the time; men doing the transformational work are getting signs and 

attraction from hotter women without even ‘trying’.  It's the stuff PUA's are envious 

(and clueless) of. 

 

So VALUE self-acceptance and do the transformational work to really grow. 

 

To really work on this and have an unshakable core of self-assurance that is rejection-

proof level;  YES you will have to do progressive transformational work (unless you want 

to get there slowly and indirectly).   

 

And it’s doing things that you aren’t used to.  To mention it again, the Powerliminals 

line-up is a perfect tool in your arsenal for real change.   

 

These special audios affect your consciousness not just in a generic conscious vs. 

subconscious mind approach but they actually affect your conscious mind, body, heart, 

sexiness and soul consciousness AND sub-consciousness in each of those areas (getting 



to the actual roots); whatever is relevant for the healing and transformation.  

 

 Remember what Albert Einstein said?  "A problem cannot be resolved at the same level 

of consciousness it was created". 

 

The truth is you have access to unlimited Mind (flow/genius/all consciousness), sexual, 

emotional and spiritual power (conscious energy) because these are non-physical and 

universal, experiential energies that aren't associated to any single person or their ego.   

 

They are higher universal frequencies available to us all; the same ones that rock stars 

flow with what we know as 'charisma' and 'rock star' energy with.  More power has 

more influence and with tools like these you will have more sexual and heart influence 

on women authentically just from your presence and charisma. 

 

I will be working with performers and actresses bringing out this greater rockstar, divine 

power in their work with my long-term direction. 

 

Powerliminals NOW help you to resonate at a higher frequency in each of these areas of 

Self far beyond the personal 'ego' identification of self for healing and an entirely new 

reality like directly tapping into your unlimited sexual and heart power for example.  Just 

listen and they transform you.   

 

You see the world change around you as you RESONATE and attract more power and 

beauty to you in physical relationships and how women respond to you.  Try for yourself 

and see that they get results. 

 

And because it is so relevant, we do have a brand new Powerliminal just for approaching 

AND for having rejection proof confidence. 

 

“I've been listening to hypnosis for a long time, eight years now, and I have listened to all types 

and all styles.  And I have to say that yours (Powerliminals) is some of the strongest I've ever 

listening to”. – E.B. 

 

 

http://mindreel.tv/RPMLaunch.html
http://mindreel.tv/RPMLaunch.html


2. Believing & Living From Abundance 
 

This is a key that really fits with the other keys very well.  And if you're meeting a lot of 

women, this will really be on your side. 

 

When it comes to dating dynamics as a single man and meeting women, if you really 

want to master this and master confidence so you don't live a life with regrets; knowing 

and living FROM the truth that there is an abundance of women will really give you 

more confidence. 

 

It will help take any dependency or expectation of a specific outcome (which is selfish) 

out of the equation with women, thus making them less likely to reject you. 

 

When she sees that you don't need her or something from her (like sex), she'll be more 

open to 'something' with you.  All of this they're picking up on your fear-less, confident 

vibe.  They sense all the subtleties and it gives them room to have attraction for you b/c 

you're a man who is going on his own path. 

 

A man that is wanted by other women and doesn't need any single one (which would be 

dysfunctional) has social power and proof on his side.  Biologically and socially, this 

dynamic of women chasing one man just works for both parties (as compared to the 

train wreck dynamic of The Bachelorette). 

 

(And it actually helps when you’re hosting your own house parties btw) 

 

Abundance IS reality and you'll have to change your perception if you have one-itis and 

the usual dysfunctional neediness that goes with it. 

 

Do we have to go into the statistics of how many single women there are in your 

country and how many are in the world?  That there are more women than men, that 

there are more singles than ever and that there are always more women turning 18 

every day? 

 

Abundance is the truth.  When you LIVE that there are many other women and you can 

just meet another one around the corner and aren't putting this one on a pedestal (until 



she proves herself in relation to you and even then, it's where you awaken each other), 

you can easily let her go because you value REAL connection.  Combined with 

indifference mastery, this is powerful. 

 

You don't value dysfunctional fantasies.  Hardcore naturals have this reality of living 

from abundance and when it comes to MEETING women, it's something we have in our 

corner as men; we can always just meet another woman.  (Paul Janka even has statistics 

down if you want to reference that). 

 

FROM abundance and choice, you can then find a woman that may be your ideal match 

for long-term but projecting and treating a woman like she's the only one for you when 

you just met her is a recipe for disaster, rejection, disappointment and a dysfunctional 

relationship if there ever is one. 

 

It's not that you're protecting your heart and being 'cold as ice' when you're meeting 

women like this and from indifference; you can BE vulnerable in a functional way but 

you're not letting women trample all over you or without it affecting your core self-

esteem.   

 

The reality is you're not giving them more value than they deserve upfront b/c you two 

don't really know each other just yet.  You value connection and the women you'd have 

a connection with so if she doesn't prove herself in the follow-up, you're moving on.  

That's the state you're carrying forward when you meet women; giving them the 

opportunity on your lead to follow-up with you. 

 

Let the relationship evolve based on real chemistry and connection with you and a 

woman vs. your fantasy, projections or expectations.  I do recommend to be meeting 

and dating MULTIPLE women casually until something gets more serious. 

 

If you're not connected feeling abundant after a woman 'rejects' you when you're out at 

night, step away from it and recalibrate your state back to abundance so that your vibe 

lives it.  Then, even that night you will attract more women; otherwise, you wouldn't 

even see what's right in front of you (and you haven’t yet mastered these keys to 

rejection proof level confidence).  LIVE from abundance in all areas (even 1 relationship)! 

 

http://www.pauljanka.com/?af=1055018


3. Presence: Truly Living in The Moment 

 

When you're in your head, the future or past, fantasizing or projecting your 'stuff' onto 

her, you're actually being selfish and you're being anything but actually CONNECTED 

with a woman in the moment.   

 

Now, there are women like this as well but you want to truly become a present man.  

There is no fear in the present anyways.  And there is no fear when you align yourself to 

life (see *Connection) and do the transformational work with these keys. 

 

A woman wants to feel your presence and your shameless expression.  She will sense 

when you're not really there in the moment; there will be disconnection with her on 

some level. 

 

Yes, meditation helps with getting out of your head (ego/monkey mind), but on its own 

isn't very charged sexually.  To be 'present' also means being out of your fantasies, out 

of visualizing what your kids will look like with her on your first date and out of your 

own way. 

 

Ideally you'll want a charismatic flow of conscious energy at a higher vibration 

emotionally, sexually and spiritually (qi/life force) through your presence and your 

chakras.  That life force presence through you will be unspeakably truthful and 

influential where she can't help but FEEL it and respond in her way. 

 

The 3 second rule that PUA's created is really more so they help stop themselves from 

getting caught in their head.  A natural can be in his own world and approach her or not 

after 3 seconds and saunter over with confidence and it's far sexier than a jittery 

approach her now with your needy issues. 

 

The entire 'game' aspect is entirely dysfunctional with winners and losers, etc. 

 

I do have to respect PUA's for taking action though; as blindfolded as they are to their 

own greater powers and the natural confidence that lies buried within. 

 



These things you can now consciously work on improving. 

 

Value being present as a man (just anyways) and value removing the dysfunctional 

blocks from being truly present and powerful with a woman.   

 

Sexual meditations like Superyang and Natural Grounding will be very effective and 

relevant to building this sexual charisma and magnetic presence with women (like a 

rockstar). 

 

Remember; always consensual relationships.  With that said, single women (and single 

mothers) love to have fun too.  You can make it ok for a good girl to ‘go bad’.  Ultimately 

there is no judgment from sexual truth, only connection (yep, this stuff gets advanced 

when you OWN it b/c you make it ok for women to do things with you without 

judgment that they wouldn’t with others and they pick that up from your vibe). 

 

No one can judge your sex life (as long as you’re not ‘taking away’ from anyone) and you 

sure as heck shouldn’t be judging a woman’s sex life (this goes into a deeper issue we 

won’t go into now but it has a lot to do with connection, freedom and attraction). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vRqZxVLQDg


4. Attraction Values Clarity 
 

This shi(f)t will change your life like a fat kid who OWNS the candy store.  And I mean 

right here. 

 

You're already attracting 'sex' into your life and you're doing it very well especially 

because you have so much emotional and sexual power behind it. 

 

Am I crazy?  Keep reading. 

 

You think you value (real) sex but I bet you actually don't.  You value something you 

BELIEVE is sex or will lead you to sex and this is at the CORE of your confidence and 

attraction issues with women. 

 

But what you're attracting as sex, you're attracting VERY well. 

 

Because if you really value it as 'the real thing' (let alone all of your active emotional and 

sexual energy going towards it), you'd be having it. 

 

Many men today are confused by sex understandably because of all these different 

meanings and values we put onto it so you have to get clear on what your values are. 

 

Again, you are attracting what you value; period.  And you're attracting it very well.   

 

There's a major difference between (attracting) fantasy sex and physical sexual 

intercourse.  A world of a difference.  Yet to your subconscious, it can't tell the 

difference when you're feeling sexual energy from an ad on t.v. to a hole in the ground 

or a real woman, so your entire reality is blurred in what you are actually attracting and 

valuing as sex.   

 

And to support the reality of fantasy sex attraction and consumer relationships, the lines 

are blurred with advertising, media and Las Vegas nightclubs.   

 



Sex means MANY things and you are attracting what you believe it means.  How do you 

know?  Just look at your results and it will start cuing you in.  You are attracting what 

you value and if you want a different result at the core, change your values (of sex). 

 

Here are some of the popular belief systems of sex and sexual values that you would 

follow and then attract.  It's important to identify what you have believed and have 

been attracting in your life. 

 

Sex = popularity/fame/rockstar/social status 

Sex = courtship dating 

Sex = follow my system (PUA maps) 

Sex = buy our product (sex in advertising) 

Sex = immoral sin (religion) 

*Sex = Babies & reproduction 

Sex = education 

Sex = Business 

Sex = (masturbatory) fantasy (sexploitation & porn) 

Sex = (social) game (or 'The Game') 

Sex = promiscuity 

Sex = creativity 

Sex = Inner Game (personal/ego) 

Sex = archetypal modeling (ie. Casanova, bad boy) 

*Sex = physical sexual intercourse based on consensual connection 

*Sex = Polarity/connection/yin&yang/oneness/consciousness 

Sex = interpersonal rapport 

   (interests, socio-economic match & commonalities) 

 

Which of them are real?  Here's the scary thing.  ALL of them.  They are real to those 

who believe them.  Many of them directly conflict with the 'real thing' and a natural 

flow with women so you're confused as all heck, nervous, and out of control, etc.  Just a 

MAGNET for rejection because you value something else entirely and you're GOOD at it. 

 

But you have the power of choice.  And you can make a different choice that will 

radically change your life (and your confidence with meeting and approaching women). 

 



The 3 that are *starred* are the ones that will get you in alignment with life, sexual 

attraction itself (real thing) and NATURAL confidenc (you could also maybe add 

creativity as a 4th in there but unless you're someone like me, there aren't many it 

seems who have mastered confidence with both primary transmutations; many 

creatives are successful B/C of their disconnection with women which drives 

them..Nikola Tesla chose not to even have sex because he transmuted the energy into 

his work).   

 

It doesn't take much to see where a natural's values are (as compared to yours).  Ok, 

maybe I'll just spell it out because with sex everywhere often being used to influence 

our state without any clue of what's going on, it may be more of a blur for you.  A 

NATURAL with women who has confidence is in alignment with life itself.  He values sex 

as polarity, intercourse and possibly promiscuity.  

 

That's what he attracts.  The 'real thing' is consensual intercourse (and babies) but 

everything else has blinded us to it, that's why it's clear to get a grip on fantasy vs. 

physical reality of attraction and what attraction values you actually have. 

 

Naturals are aligned with the greater divine truth which is the advancement and 

creation of life itself.  This is what gives them a confidence with all women when their 

reality is stronger than HER values which may be out of alignment with life itself.  He 

sustains that confidence with all women. 

 

Sex = babies, intercourse and (yin/yang) polarity.  To change your life, change your 

values and you'll attract something new.  You already have powerful energy going 

somewhere. 

 

Virtually everything else has been constructed and warped by mankind or those in social 

or religious power to use sexual energy to attract or manipulate entirely different 

dynamics and experiences of reality. 

 

Let's run over this again; believe in each value system, and that is what you will attract; 

their values.  Can you start to see how BLUNTLY only 1 or 2 of them leads to or is the 

'real thing'?  THAT is how disillusioned and confused we are when it comes to attraction 



so we can’t see the real thing from a hole in the ground (don’t think about that too 

much!) 

 

Entire industries literally can't even see it.  All of this I take you through in Fix My Inner 

Game to actually identify and remove these limiting belief systems (of real attraction) 

from your consciousness.  Powerliminals and Natural Grounding also help directing with 

the transformation and getting yourself into actual alignment so you HAVE the 

confidence, power, presence and sexiness as a man who is wanted by women. 

 

Any of these filters or paradigms of reality would influence your actual meeting of 

women and would even KEEP you from EVER having authentic confidence, chemistry 

and attraction with women.   

 

For example, if you valued fantasy sexploitation as sex, you would rather be at home 

alone solo jacking off to the girl in front of you instead of actually connecting with her (if 

you had different values of sex and attraction).  All of this is coming across, so now do 

you think 'just keep (blindly) approaching' (and facing nonstop rejection and fear) is the 

real answer? 

 

This stuff goes deep.  Not only has social programming conditioned you for years into a 

disempowering relationship with women and a valuation of FANTASY sex attraction so 

you're nervous around real women, but you have to work on it at very powerful levels 

just to COUNTERACT and neutralize the negative effects of rejection and disconnection 

from women (and your sexual energy owning you like a conditioned Pavlovian dog 

around a sizzling steak of sexploitation). 

 

We have to work on transformational levels. 

 

Getting men REAL results and transformation; that's why I'm expensive.  I also resonate 

at very powerful sexual and emotional levels to get you more results in coaching and 

Powerliminals (in addition to my experience of dating women), but it'll save you YEARS 

of torment and can undo decades of damage that's already done just to get you into the 

natural, confident man who you were meant to be in life (and when it comes to 

confidently meeting and approaching women). 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/powerliminals


Powerliminals and Natural Grounding work because they get your conscious and sub-

consciousness in alignment with life, sexual attraction (of the physical kind = real) so you 

attract something different and they do it on wide and deep levels of consciousness 

(sexually, emotionally, spiritually, relationally). 

 

To get a free 30 minute consultation with me, just email me. 

 

I have no doubt that you can become the alpha male you were meant to be around 

women and that you can have the CONFIDENCE and lack of anxiety that goes with it 

around beautiful women. 

 

The levels beyond alpha and natural are like where you are empowering the most 

beautiful and powerful people into higher levels of healing and consciousness 

themselves (what I’ll be doing for decades with transformational entertainment). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(space to soak stuff in) 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rion@naturalgrounding.net?subject=30%20Minute%20Consult%20from%209%20Keys%20PDF


5. Understanding Functional vs. Dysfunctional Rejection 
 

Although we go into more detail in the previous 7 Keys article, we'll bring this concept 

up again here which will help you to relate WITH power to beautiful women and other 

people of social status even if you're not at the same 'status' as them. 

 

Basically, functional rejection is a healthy thing between people of power and never 

anything to take personally.  Functional rejection is a tool of time, value or priority 

management between empowered people relationally when they can't always or don't 

want to get into a closer relationship; 

 

"Sorry", "Not right now", "Maybe later", etc. 

 

You know what this is like if you're in business and can't always do a JV with someone 

for any reason.  It's really just a no-deal relationship where it NEVER has to affect your 

self-worth or value. 

 

It's also to be noted that truly empowered people don't oppress or belittle others; that 

only comes from dysfunction.  Empowered people respect others and are attracted to 

people who can associate with them without having a manipulative agenda to use them 

for their own selfish interests. 

 

Living from interdependence and upholding that standard with how you relate to other 

people will solve almost all of your drama and trauma.  I've been teaching on it for 69 

months with Relational Mastery. 

 

Truly being non-needy is essential (to be 'accepted') around truly powerful people and 

social elite.  When you 'need something' you're in a position to be rejected because you 

gave them the power. 

 

When you are empowered, you will treat signs of disinterest or (functional) rejection 

from women without consequence.  There's no possible way she or you HAVE to be in a 

relationship, NEED to be together or could possibly be with every member of the 

opposite sex physically.  SOME kind of relational boundaries have to be set in place. 

 

http://self-awakening.com/members/7-keys-to-rejection-proof-confidence-as-a-man


Functional rejection is a tool to save both of you time from pursuing something no 

matter the reason for it not to go further. 

 

Understanding that, it's easy to accept functional rejection impersonally as part of the 

dating dynamics.  Not every woman would be ready for a Brad Pitt in each moment if he 

was single and not every woman you approach will be 'interested' in you based on first 

contact.   

 

That's ok, they don't even know you yet.  Remember, you don't have time for every 

woman and you have standards. 

 

As Paul Janka says, as a man you have the power of OPTIONS when it comes to women.  

You have the power of numbers and self-direction on your side.  There are millions of 

single women (ref; abundance). 

 

If one isn't interested, you can just go meet another one (who initially qualifies).  

Women have it a bit differently as generally they have to pick from the fewer that do 

approach them (or through other means) and most of the time they're forced to 

disqualify him b/c of his shoes, lack of any style or his lack of confidence or integrity. 

 

So again; functional rejection is normal and you will experience it amongst the elite 

circles in business and of power.   

 

You really don't NEED anything to happen with any single woman; you're looking for 

connection and those who you do have a connection with (versus those you fantasize or 

project connection onto). 

 

It's where dysfunctional rejection comes in that has really destructed many a man's 

confidence and ego, when it was NEVER meant to do as such.  And this can occur in 

longer term relationships where one or both parties really resents, hates or belittles the 

other person and it feels like it was an attack on their character, when really, it was all 

just a dysfunctional of their level of consciousness and relationship. 

 

As a man, it's important that you have the awareness that YOU are part of the equation 

and you attracted dysfunction into your life because THERE it WAS.  This gives you the 



power to move on and stop being the victim who is at the whims of others who can 

reject you at any time.  Taking accountability gives YOU (the) power. 

 

The thing is, unless it's rare and really out of the blue (which may be from a hater) 

almost all dysfunctional rejection is a reflection of yourself; you're attracting those 

responses out of women because of something disempowered within yourself.  And 

you'll have to acknowledge this or risk staying in it. 

 

Very few 'words' or responses are ACTUALLY meant to belittle you or make you feel like 

CRAP.  And if they are, it's coming from a dysfunction within the other person projected 

onto you as their own self worth.   

 

It's not even that the person is dysfunctional, their behavior is so it's easy to forgive 

them and move on FAST.  But you have to get out of your own cycle if you're continually 

attracting dysfunctional ugliness and rejection from women.  You have to evolve and 

that's when you'll attract LESS rejection and outbursts from people. 

 

When you accept your own power, dysfunctional rejection ("You're UGLY", "I hate you", 

"Rot in hell", etc.) is easy to release and not even be affected by.  The clearest way to 

view it would be to look at really high value, high self worth celebrities who are doing 

great things in the world and compare them to haters.   

 

Haters are simply coming from their own dysfunction which they are projecting out onto 

the world but it's not you nor your experience; it has EVERYTHING to do with them and 

them alone.   

 

Again, if you're attracting a lot of dysfunctional rejection in the world from women, use 

it as an opportunity to look at yourself constructively and see how you can evolve to a 

healthier self worth where you can operate like empowered people interdependently 

with other people and use functional rejection.   

 

Just because a woman 'isn't interested' or 'has a boyfriend', isn't a rejection of you or 

your self worth b/c that (only) rejection or acceptance only truly comes from within.  

Only you can reject you so until you do, look at where you still have dysfunction in your 

own self worth from that fuller acceptance. 



 

Then you will entirely change what you attract and experience. 

 

This process may include compassionately forgiving those who have projected their own 

self worth onto you.  It may very well mean forgiving yourself and taking accountability 

(see the inaugural 7 Keys article for rejection-proof confidence). 

 

You also may have to look at where you yourself are judging, glorifying, oppressing, 

manipulating, devaluing or creating lose/win scenarios or prejudice in your life which 

may be dysfunctional to begin with.  Wanting to ‘get’ something or ‘take’ from another 

is dysfunctional by nature and isn’t based on true respect and connection. 

 

Ultimately you want to DISSOLVE the borders of disconnection and separation between 

you, women and people on the emotional and spiritual levels. 

 

As you reflect those judgments out into the world (like many opinionated people) 

instead of a healthy acceptance of others, you're attracting judgment and disconnection 

back unto yourself b/c they are picking up your vibe. 

 

Be the change YOU wish to seek in the world.  It will be attracted to you as a reflection.   

 

Dysfunction attracts and triggers dysfunction.  Beautiful, self-assurance and confident 

self-expression is noticed by those who would value it. 

 

The more you accept the social and personal power of women instead of judging or 

prejudicing it, the more they will accept YOU instead of reject you.  All of it is a 

reflection of your own self-worth (which on a greater level is ALL 'Self' worth) and how 

connected you are to all power and beauty or how more disconnected or 'independent' 

you are from it (which will attract far more disconnection towards you). 

 

It may be a lot to wrap your head around because it gets into spiritual (non-physical) 

levels of power and influence, but it's all really simple; you want to LIVE it (vs. just 

thinking about it).   

 

http://self-awakening.com/members/7-keys-to-rejection-proof-confidence-as-a-man


For now, know the difference between functional and dysfunctional rejection and 

choose to live independently and associate with others from functional 

interdependence.  This way, your self-esteem is always intact and you have the freedom 

to talk to or meet ANYONE at anytime without ever risking damage to your self-esteem. 

 

That means attracting and living with MORE beauty, connection and empowerment with 

LESS pain, damage and unworthiness.  You don't even have to be as conscious of the 

dynamics as we are (but it helps).   

 

Ready to live it and experience far less rejection and more attraction and connection?   

 

Fortunately we've created some transformational audio programs to help you become 

that better man fast and live from a reality of functional interdependence like the Self-

Esteem Powerliminal, the new Fearless Approaching and Rejection Proof Man 

Powerliminals. 

 

Just 'press play' and these will directly affect your consciousness automatically to 

remove these relational, social, emotional, personal dysfunctions and blocks from being 

that divinely confident man of functional self-esteem. 

 

As you are that self-assured and resonate it, the powerful and beautiful will functionally 

be attracted to their reflection in you for more awesome, sexy, functional relationships.  

Even if you can't be with all of women physically and vice versa, you'll operate from far 

greater power and confidence yourself as a reflection of the power and beauty in the 

world. 

 

Choose to live from interdependence and relate with power to other people of power. 

 

Do Powerliminals and see the results yourself as the world changes around you!  They 

just work but you can put them to the test for yourself for 90 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.powerliminals.com/self_esteem.html
http://www.powerliminals.com/self_esteem.html
http://mindreel.tv/RPMLaunch.html
http://mindreel.tv/RPMLaunch.html


6. Master Logistics 
& The Number Close (of Meeting Women) 

 

Most of these transformational keys you can work on on your own time and it's in 

meeting women that you'll see their applied integration and a gauge of where you're at 

in your swift journey of dissolving any remaining fear and anxieties with meeting and 

connecting with hotter women. 

 

This key of mastering the number close is a very functional and practical part of 

logistically meeting women. 

 

There is confidence within knowing what to do otherwise when you approach women 

(warm or cold), you may be stumble upon moving forward or you may hesitantly stall or 

overdraw the conversation because of a lack of confidence in closing or going for the 

close itself. 

 

This also includes a comfort of getting physical so you know how to bridge to the next 

step with her without being awkward. 

 

Without going into further detail because this can get into all kinds of nuances and 

situations that you can postulate about until the cows come home, what matters is just 

getting out there and working towards a mastery of the basics; the number close and 

going for it when you choose to (which doesn't always have to be a great connection 

even).   

 

Some women will follow up that didn't have a great connection who thought about you 

later and others you may have a connection with but don't follow-up.  You can't depend 

or rely on women until they have proven themselves so don't take it too seriously.  Have 

fun with it. 

 

Here are the generic basics upon making a connection with a girl (generally after a 

minute or 2). 

 



"Hey, (I'm gonna get going but) give me your number (pulling out phone DIRECTLY and 

casually in the flow).  Maybe we can catch a coffee sometime (‘n hangout)".  

       (being casually direct but non-committal, keeping the possibilities open).   

 

Alternate: "Hey, you got facebook?..." 

 

Most of it’s indirect (your first approach can just be ie. Asking for directions) but you’re 

being direct by making the connection and being confident.  When you have her info, 

you can text her later (usually a few days) to set a time and place to physically meet 

somewhere in public (like Starbucks). 

 

When cold approaching, you won’t possibly be getting with all of them if you’re really 

‘running it’.  So in a way you accept that it’s a number’s game. 

 

A lot of your success in the follow-up is based on your confidence and connection with 

her during those initial moments of meeting.  Mastery is best seen live with a natural so 

you really see how comfortable they are with the process but it's still something you can 

do on your own with proper guidance like this (and the references). 

 

PUA's can ‘say all the right things’ and get no responses and a natural can say ANYTHING 

or even make small 'mistakes' and she can still be interested and following up. 

 

For true insight and mastery of the logistical basics of meeting women in detail right 

now, I officially recommend Paul Janka's Attraction Formula or his other works.  

Sometimes he has a 90% number close ratio. 

 

A natural will generally take an indirect casual mindset but is direct in his presence so 

she KNOWS what’s going on in the sub-communication.   

 

Often he will go direct for her number or tell her what he thinks of her directly as well 

but it’s really based on being present, connected and living in the moment.  Don't worry 

about these details, learn to live in the now and whatever you do, do it from confidence.   

 

Often, I don't even know what I'll say until right as I'm talking to a woman and you 

NEVER have to use pick-up lines, I don't.  The very idea of them and memorizing gets 

http://www.attractionformula.com/?af=1055018


you stuck in your head instead of the moment.  If anything, go with the basics or 

something situational.  All of this comes FROM the moment and living in it.   

 

So make sure you’re actually meeting women.  Make it a ‘blitz’ of a phase if you want to 

just get mastery down and meet 100 women (even if they’re in groups but only 1 of 

them ‘counts’ towards your 100!).   

 

The first 50 you can practice not going for a number close with them and just get 

comfortable making a connection (in addition to your 9 keys transformational work).   

 

Remember, it’s doing the transformational work of the 9 keys AND meeting women. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Indifference Mastery 
 

Indifference is true detachment from outcome expectancy.  This will give you great 

social freedom and FUN in the world of being single and living a legendary, epic lifestyle 

(if you so desire). 

 

We'll go into more details so don't let the details of it throw you off, but it's basically 

just ‘not needing anything’ from women and 'being ok with the outcome either way'.  

This opens up ridiculous freedom and self-assurance for you to approach anytime, 

anywhere.  You can openly BE confident, fun and giving as this man. 

 

And this is VERY empowered and sexy because with what women are getting from 

MOST men (the ones they have to reject) is men who secretly want a certain outcome 

(like sex) with them and they're going about it in a dysfunctional (and often creepy) way. 

 

Now, indifference is not where you're PASSIVE necessarily (you can be VERY engaged 

and active in life) but it's an operational interdependence where you're not needing 

anything or having a dependency on a certain outcome with another person (ie. like 

'needing' to have sex with this ONE girl because of your selfish projection onto her 

based in fantasy). 

 

You can get with her and that's great.  You don't have to get with her and that's fine too.  

Either way you're good b/c YOU have that empowered, confident self-esteem where 

YOU are the party wherever you go and you don't rely on things outside of yourself to 

fill voids within yourself. 

 

Social connection can be about giving, uplifting and empowering others because you 

don't need any of them to fulfill YOU. 

 

As you are fulfilled within of love, sex, security and self-esteem, you can GIVE to the 

world but never needing a certain outcome with others outside of yourself.  Women 

LOVE this because they can be free around you and loosen up b/c you're not 

subconsciously 'needing' sex from them.  There's actually ROOM for them to open up 



and feel the presence and connection.  There's room for them to feel you and miss you 

and come back to you. 

 

Indifference mastery will give you a great power to meet any women, anywhere you 

want being bold, because you never need anything from them.  In a way, on its own it 

makes you rejection-proof b/c you can lead but see what develops with women based 

on real chemistry and you're empowering for them.   

 

In all of this (meeting women), it's not that you won't get 'rejection' per se (really the 

only person who can ever reject you is YOU), but you're only looking for more of a 

connection WITH a woman physically (meaning a real woman) so disconnection with 

any single woman doesn't bother you.   

 

You value physical relationships based on reality, not fantasy. 

 

It ALWAYS has to be consensual and you value connection but you're out there sowing 

seeds to women who can respond (or not).  Generally you have to take on this role as 

the man because historically, women will rarely directly approach. 

 

Brent Smith Lifestyle is a perfect example of mastering indifference.  He's the originator 

of the philosophy of indifference with women (and I have my outlook on it with some 

very conscious relational mastery insight and experience). 

 

So although you are guiding and facilitating things when you're meeting women as a 

man (and in a sense, the one taking on more of the 'risk') by being bold and connecting 

even when she isn't showing signs; you respect that a physical relationship may or may 

not EVER manifest and when it does it would be based on that connection (between 2). 

 

Because you don't need anything from her and she can't take anything away from you 

and you can't LOSE ANYTHING, you can only form new relationships, it's actually OK 

whether she's not interested or not (whatEVER she says) because of your level of self-

worth.  Besides, it could only be functional rejection and never an attack on your true 

worthiness and value.   

 

http://www.brentsmithlifestyle.com/?rion


So that means (as a reflection of the level of YOUR self-worth and detachment to 

needing an outcome) you can approach the hottest women and not worry about 

rejection because you're not trying to get anything from them, you're just seeing if 

there's a connection or vibe with her and doing the things to put the ball in her court to 

follow up with her (if you're going for the number). 

 

When you're meeting women, you're valuing and looking for connection.  Those that 

aren't interested don't equate to connection, so you move on and it doesn't bother you 

because, remember: you don't need anything from any of them.  That is how fulfilled on 

the inside you are. 

 

Sexual intercourse (of the physical ‘real’ variety) and other benefits of a mutual 

relationship would only be founded on connection anyways.   

 

Remember, you are spiritually always connected to the feminine (we're just moving 

things into interpersonal connection manifest on the physical with women). 

 

For mastery of indifference and getting to the higher levels of throwing fun, wild things 

out there to women faster (which will give you a GREAT freedom as a man to move in 

the world of women), I recommend Brent's mastering indifference training.  Brent lives 

it and stretches the boundaries of ‘what’s possible’. 

 

My own program on mastering indifference would be a perfect supplement as well.  It's 

in exercising this indifference with women and just having FUN without needing or 

expecting a certain response from them that you become a greatly attractive man, just 

being yourself with power. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://brent-smith.myshopify.com/collections/mens-lifestyle/products/mastering-indifference
http://mindreel.tv/mastering_indifference.html


8. Connection 
 

This key to mastery confidence is very simple but stupidly profound and advanced in its 

simplicity.  (It gets ridiculous!!) 

 

There are many ways we can look at it as it relevantly relates to your reality with women 

(I could write a book on it).  It can get VERY deep and there are no limits to connection 

and the connection you can have with a woman.   

 

She could know and feel within 3 seconds that she could spend a lifetime with a man 

because of his depth and the connection she could get from him (told you this shi/ft just 

got real!)  

 

And it’s all about connection; it’s not just some ‘pop word’ that women use that your 

friends made fun of when you were more ignorant; but a greater divine knowing and 

representation of conscious energy and power that can ignite and awaken her to be 

with you HOTLY for now and or long-term even. 

 

Either way, Mr. Right and Mr. Right Now are giving her a sense of powerful connection. 

 

And by the way upfront, the VERY practical and primary action step you can take to 

experience more connection, confidence and less rejection with women is Natural 

Grounding.  You don't even have to UNDERSTAND the greater conscious truth of 

connection spiritually (like we go into here), you can just do Natural Grounding, meet 

women and it just works. 

 

Combine NG with Powerliminals with a Natural's values of (physical and/or yin/yang 

polarity) sex and attraction and your reality will change with women overnight. 

 

But let's go INTO more of that transformational insight of connection (I mean, you DO 

want mastery in this area right?  Then it's time to actually be more conscious of what's 

going on vs. ambivalent or unconsciously competent to it like naturals). 

 



I want to give you a bit more of a transformational preview and oversight into how this 

can radically change your life as an empowered man AND attract and live the sex life of 

your dreams in utter self-confidence and worthiness with the women of your desires. 

 

Connection is also perhaps the MOST profound and advanced of all of these becaues it 

gets into advanced spiritual reality that we are now becoming conscious of objectively 

and subjectively itself and the greater truth of connection to all power and beauty in 

oneness.   

 

That means you can spend the next several decades becoming and being more 

connected sexually to 'all power' and it will miraculously transform you.  Yes, it ends up 

being very spiritual but let's TRY and take it down to a practical way as it relates to 

approaching and meeting women so that you have CONNECTION instead of rejection. 

 

Connection is the opposite of rejection!  (And that may be all you have to know to start 

valuing it). 

 

CONNECTION is everything with a woman and it's what she values; the spark of 

chemistry with a man she feels connection with naturally.  She's looking to feel 

connection with a man.  When you are already connected with women in your vibe, you 

are her chance to get closer to source.  Women can't reject connection on a greater 

level because it is the greater truth, thus impersonal rejection (functional) doesn't phase 

you nor affect your self-esteem.   

 

When you are fulfilled within and permanently connected to the evolution of women, it 

would be she who is disconnected from source and you respect her ability to decide and 

choose because you don't need anything from her. 

 

Natural Grounding connects you practically to the divine feminine within women (core 

attraction power itself). 

 

This brings unlimited confidence and rejection-proofness with you when you are 

connected within to the divine feminine sexual energy; her higher experience and 

alignment as feminine consciousness (think; flirting) in relation to your masculine. 

 



This comes across (with your natural values) as that flirting, openness, fun, attraction, 

playfulness with women that starts physical relationships and is very difficult to 'reject'.   

 

If you AREN'T connected to your own greater sexual power (and hers), and are coming 

from dis-connection, it's easy for her to reject you or be disinterested. 

 

There are different levels to talk about this on...the primary one being the sexual 

polarities themselves and then how a woman can feel emotional, sexual, physical, 

mental and spiritual connection with you.  Connection is 'vibe', it's synergy.  It's where 

you feel you're on each others level because the consciousness within you (beyond ego 

and personality) is vibing together. 

 

Natural Grounding connects you to the power of the divine feminine energy within all 

women which leads to life attraction and creation itself (the core of sexual attraction).  

When you are ALWAYS (spiritually) connected to the divine feminine energy within 

them, no matter their social status, you have the power to relationally awaken them to 

your divine masculine truth in your presence. 

 

When you VALUE the fun, open flirtiness of women (as their sexuality; seduction as 

bringing out their natural, feminine character) that is what you will attract and 

experience.  It’s difficult to reject that greater experience they themselves can be in 

when you have no manipulative intent or hidden agenda. 

 

When you carry THIS knowing of reality, you are 'the man'.  And although this may seem 

esoteric, it’s all very real and experiential.  I’m coming from a level beyond natural with 

all of this and I know that it’s VERY different from what else is out there.  It’s the 

evolution of what else is out there and if you want a different result, something with 

you may be vibing with this stuff for the long-term for your own growth as a man. 

 

So, if you're seeking or needing a woman to fulfill you sexually, chances are she WON'T 

because it's all about you.  I mean this shif/t really goes deep. 

 

We can look at yin and yang life force energy; the balance of life at source consciousness 

levels.  And we can say that sex is ever-present; a unity with source, God or Spirit, the 

universe.  Qi Natural Grounding gets into advanced levels of applying all of this. 

http://www.qinaturalgrounding.com/


 

And you can practically bring into your conscious awareness more of that greater 

connection.  This will affect everything in your presence, communication and affect with 

women to GET you the results you desire but also to massively evolve as a man. 

 

You could say that sex IS connection and is ever-present and that intercourse itself is 

simply the physical connection with a woman that would only (realistically) be 

consensual.  So you value connection and are already fulfilled in your relationship to the 

divine feminine when you do the transformational work like Natural Grounding so that 

when you physically MEET women, they feel a connection with YOU and not with most 

other men, because (YOU did the work and) you are connected. 

 

You are connected sexually with her true sexuality and you are connected to the 

alignment of life and sexual attraction that creates new life; the yin and yang balance.  

As you are fulfilled within with 'sex', you can then experience more of the manifestation 

of sex on the physical plane (to no limits) with women.   

 

And we're talking absolutely unlimited sex.  Consensual, yummy sex that women or 

woman can't get enough of as well.  Because you’re not focusing on one woman (until 

you’re ready for her and have attracted ‘her’), the WORLD is open because it’s this 

natural, sexual energy within all of them they can experience judgment-free in relation 

to you (it’s more than just about sex but that’s our primary topic here kinda thing). 

 

Because you are already connected and don't need to take something away from her.  

This is the evolution of not just the dating industry but of mankind in general; the sexual 

and spiritual (non-physical/beyond personal/higher experiential) evolution of men and 

women (whether for singles or in awakening, long-term relationships). 

 

So you can access all of this power to BE connected sexually with a woman in alignment 

with the Laws of life and nature to have chemistry with literally all women (because it IS 

their greater truth in relation to you as the masculine beyond their social power and 

personality). 

 

http://www.naturalgrounding.net/


So Natural Grounding is the primary technique we've found to build connection and 

sexual attraction.  In addition to that you want to value alignment with life and 

attraction values. 

 

Value connection and flirting vs. the attraction values of fantasy.  Remember that you 

are already attracting what you value and your sexual energy is strong, so you simply 

have to shift your values to alignment with life and valuing the experience of connection 

with woman. 

 

So start doing your Natural Grounding!  It’s already helped transformed the lives of 

1000s of men around the world. 

 

You're already connected to all power, glamor and beauty from the greater truth, you 

simply have to accept it.  Powerliminals help to transform your consciousness into that 

knowing reality. 

 

As the balance to the feminine (all women and their dominant polarity), you have the 

power (greater than your personality or ego), to inspire, heal, ignite and awaken women 

when you meet and date them.  

 

 As you do the transformational work you're coming from a closer sexual connection 

and power to truth itself and the creation of life.  This is the core of what ignites women 

(as compared to manipulative PUA tactics to trick her). 

 

When you're connected and you bring this 'connection' to the true sexuality of women 

with you in their vibe and you attract that which creates life (seduction as bringing out 

the natural character and femininity of women which can then form a real, physical 

relationship), you give women the opportunity to awaken them to a higher experience. 

 

So not only now do you attract hotter and more women, but you have the long-term 

power and value to KEEP offering them in long-term relationships. 

 

And unless it's something like rape, intercourse with a woman could only come from 

connection anyways (or economic 'exchange' but we're not talking about that here).   

 



So value connection or likely otherwise you're just caught up in fantasy or some other 

value which you believe leads to sex but actually doesn't (see Sex Maps).  Do NG to be 

'connected' at all times in your consciousness and vibe when meeting women and you 

will live even beyond the level of natural with women (awakened natural). 

 

To get more into connection, there are supportive training programs on advanced 

Natural Grounding like Qi Natural Grounding and How to become an Awakened Natural 

with Women. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.qinaturalgrounding.com/
http://naturalgamedating.com/awakenednaturalwithwomen.html
http://naturalgamedating.com/awakenednaturalwithwomen.html


9. Hang With Naturals 
 

And key 9 to mastery confidence with women Part ‘A’ is hanging out with naturals (men) 

themselves or getting coaching with a natural.   

 

This will grow you fast esp. combined with the other keys.  It works because of the Law 

of Resonance, you’re associating with their level of conscious experience and power.  

It’s just that naturals can’t tell you what they’re doing.  As you accept other cool, alpha 

dudes vs. send resistance or judgment towards them, you can befriend them and up-

level your social life.  And you can do this when you’re out socializing and meeting 

women! 

 

Part ‘B’ to this would be to date behaviorally natural women (think Filipinas or Eastern 

European women).  This is one of my big secrets to ‘lock in’ a natural reality years ago to 

then carry mastery confidence to women from any (Western) country.   

 

Even if you don’t plan on dating more ‘natural’ women, getting an account on 

www.dateinasia.com will help to get you connected and in alignment with the way 

sexual attraction actually works (in alignment with life and life force) to build that 

experience and comfort of reality with women.   

 

Then from that KNOWING of reality, you’ll be more confident with any of the women 

you ‘prefer’ to date.  Be warned though, I’ve given this away years ago and MANY men 

have fallen for more natural or Asian women!  Lol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dateinasia.com/


 

 

 

BONUS Key: 
(to rejection-proof confidence with meeting women) 

 

Leverage Past Experience 
 

When it comes to mastering and having rejection-proof levels of self-confidence and 

assurance when meeting new women, it can help to leverage past experience; good 

past experience that is. 

 

If you've made out or slept with ONE woman, in some aspect you've made out with all 

of them so you can leverage that physical connection you already have on forward.  It 

helps to disassociate yourself and your body from 'neediness'. 

 

You can just ‘remember’ a time where things DID work with women to re-center 

yourself.  (And it might help to have crashed more than 1 bachelorette party too!) 

 

Someone like Brent or other top naturals have a HISTORY of legendary memories and 

experiences with women..and that’s world WIDE.  We can always draw from our history 

to get ourselves back in alignment IF we’re ‘off’ for a moment (and be grateful for it b/c 

it was ALL about consenting connection and fun so there are NO regrets; I bless all of my 

past girls/gf’s..they’re hot and sexy and they rock!) 

 

Now, you may get drawn into some dysfunction of your own on remembering the good 

times of the past.  You want to get out of any of your own dysfunctional neediness, 

clinginess and romanticism towards past lovers because you might be carrying that 

forward to scare most women away, unless they're also attracted to co-dependency. 

 

Sure there are other aspects or keys to confidence like 'humor' and so forth but humor 

isn't necessary AND it can be used dysfunctionally.  If you're funny, having women laugh 

naturally around you is a healthy thing.  The thing is to be the authentically empowered 

you and that's what I'm about; you…with power. 



Summary 
 

So those are 9 keys that will get you mastery confidence with approaching and meeting 

any woman, anywhere.  And as you do the transformational work and your 100 

approaches, you will find your entire reality transformed.  People probably won’t even 

recognize that you’re the same man, and you have to be OK with that. 

 

Here are the 9 actual keys in recap. 

 

1. Self-Acceptance 

2. Abundance 

3. Presence 

4. Attraction Values Clarity 

5. Understanding Rejection 

6. Mastery of Logistics 

7. Indifference Mastery 

8. Connection 

9. Hang With Naturals/Coaching 

 
The biggest thing may now be making a DECISION that you’re GOING to transform with 

these 9 keys in your life and do the approaches to gain the mastery and long-term 

confidence with yourself and with beautiful women.   

 

Again, this is the PUA bypass and the direct and fastest possible path to being not just a 

natural with women, but even beyond it (awakened natural). 

 

Was this of value to you?  Feel free to pass it along to a friend who you think could 

benefit from it.  You can also comment or ask me questions on facebook here. 

 

 

-Rion 

 

https://www.facebook.com/rion.williams


 

p.s. yes you may have to continually invest in your own transformation (and growth) 

either with me or someone else who can get you a result, but the transformational 

results are permanent b/c they are based on self-awakening to your greater masculine, 

spiritual, emotional and sexual power as a man (in relation to all beauty, sex, glamour 

and women).   

 

You actually become that better and greater man, not just with women but in life and 

success.  What I’ll be doing in the future is working with and empowering the most 

powerful people in the world with the same type of transformational work; actors, 

actresses, musicians and others who have a reason to influence millions of people from 

THEIR consciousness. 

 

Investing directly in your own transformation and growth ALSO saves you from the pains, 

rejection and dysfunction associated with NOT transforming and stepping into your 

greater power and truth I have no doubt you can become a natural with women, no 

MATTER what you went through before and now, you can do it in record time. 

 

The time I invested with master’s Brent and Paul took me to high levels FAST. 

 

Remember, if you have financial resources available and are serious about change; you 

can schedule a free 30 minute session with me so that we can uncover some of your 

limitations and see if working with me further would be a fit for both of us 
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Ridiculously Long Extended Intro 
 

Because I ended up really going into this, I've decided to put this initial 'intro' chapter at 

the end of the PDF to keeps things simpler (and then I redid the new intro at the top).   

 

It'll give you more of the big picture just to dig into but it's in those 9 keys that you have 

the power to change your confidence with women and FAST.  The keys will help you to 

actually and directly dissolve any remaining 'fears' or anxieties about approaching 

women. 

 

So here we continue with the pre-amble (post-amble).. 

 

Can you comfortably and confidently approach or connect with any woman at anytime 

anywhere? 

 

Do you KNOW you can do this and have you proved it or are there fears and anxieties 

that are preventing you from connection with women? 

 

When you do approach women are you getting mostly disinterest and rejection or are 

they responding to you openly? 

 

Before you approach, are you afraid she'll reject you? 

 

How do you deal with the rejection when you do get it? 

 

Have you been frustrated that women don't show signs and that it seems you're the one 

who has to deal with all the rejection so you just don't approach at all? 

 

If you're not confident talking to attractive women, then it says there is something 

about yourself that you aren't yet aware of; something that YOU aren't comfortable 

with yet esp. in relation to them.   

 

Fyi; The previous article on 7 keys to rejection proof confidence was a more general 

outlook for social power and this is more specifically for with women. 

 

http://self-awakening.com/members/7-keys-to-rejection-proof-confidence-as-a-man


So before we go into 9 keys to master rejection-proof level confidence with women so 

you rarely get rejection and when you do it doesn't damage your core at all, we have to 

cover some more of the big picture first. 

 

'Just keep approaching' or 'just push through the fear' DOESN'T really cut it.  What kind 

of scalable plan is that?  It's coming from ignorance and from mPUA's who aren't yet 

fully accepting of their own greater self worth that they are equal to all of this power 

that women hold. 

 

If today's women have all this power and you DON'T, then it is YOUR issue.  They are 

looking and waiting for men they can RELATE and have a connection with sexually and 

interpersonally. 

 

It's not until YOU step up to the plate and into your own greater power that ANY kind of 

real (let alone consistent) change is going to happen with meeting empowered women 

(either socially, indirectly, through friends of friends or especially with cold approaching) 

but when you do, THEN you will find more women will be open, attracted, flirting and 

accepting of you rather than being rejective or disinterested.   

 

And it had to do with you; YOU had to change.  You may have seen that most women 

will let you die on a vine before making the first move themselves, so you're going to 

have to accept that you have to deal with it and how you will handle rejection.  The 9 

keys will virtually eliminate the effects of it (like a natural). 

 

If you want to virtually dissolve rejection OUT of your life and have more confidence 

when meeting women and being your greater, authentic self, it really comes down to 

power and connection. 

 

The women you want to meet have power...again, they are looking for men they can 

relate to and feel a natural connection and attraction with.  But if they're put on the 

pedestal by you subconsciously, they will know instantly and it was you who PUT them 

in an empowered position to reject you.   

 

You're the one who is actually attracting all of this rejection from women when it seems 

to be something outside of yourself or your control.  It's a wake-up call but you'll see the 



SAME woman respond totally different to different men, even right next to them.  ie. 

rejecting YOU and responding to a natural. 

 

When any unworthy, disempowered energy is coming across, women know it and you 

are NOT the man she can connect or relate with.  She can't trust you nor can she open 

up with you.   

 

That is why they 'reject'.  They have to. 

 

They have to find SOME reason to NOT get further into a relationship with you and they 

will do it in all the subtle or even direct ways that you have experienced so that you 'get 

the message'. 

 

"Let's just be friends" or "I have a boyfriend" is a stock answer they will use (even when 

they don't necessarily have one). 

 

So I would bet in many of your cases, women already knew when you approached in 

your vibe that you 'needed' or desired something from them; you had a hidden agenda 

and they saw through it.  You wanted to 'take' or 'get' something (subconsciously if not 

consciously). 

 

You had given them 'the power' instead of relating to them as a true equal and actually 

being indifferent to the outcome.   

 

Or maybe they sensed you were afraid of rejection so you were hesitant...guess what?  

They're picking that lack of confidence up as well!   

 

Even though he may not talk with every woman, a natural, confident man wouldn't have 

these issues; he would be self-assured and shameless in connecting with her when he 

does connect and that CONFIDENCE and non-neediness would show through.   

 

Are you being that cool, alpha, natural man yet whom women can open up around 

instead of always having to find a way to 'reject' you? 

 



Most men who experience disinterest and rejection consistently aren't conscious of the 

needy signals of wanting to 'get' something that they're STILL sending subconsciously.  

In 8 years since I've broken through and became a coach, I've NEVER got the 'let's just 

be friends' thing from women. 

 

So if you're still getting consistent disinterest and rejection, you may not be aware that 

women are on this pedestal and you're below the pedestal.  What to do?  Put YOURSELF 

on the pedestal with these 9, authentic and divinely connected keys. 

 

Rejection is a woman's part to prevent a relationship where there wasn't power and 

connection to begin with or for any other number of reasons; just like how you find 

ways to reject or say 'no' to women you don't want more of a connection with.  Do you 

intend to destroy her self-confidence?   

 

No, so why are you taking any of it as such when women do it?  Because you haven't 

stepped into your true power, worthiness and equality yet; that's why. 

 

Acceptance, connection and attraction are the other side of rejection and these 9 keys 

will help you to have that far more often no matter how many women you're meeting 

or dating. 

 

Now, even if you're an evolved man, remember that attractive women have a LOT of 

power and are very intuitive so you've really got to work on this to relate with power 

yourself in relation to her power. 

 

Until you resolve these deeper confidence and connection issues of who you are BEING, 

you're generally going to SUFFER if you go through the same path master PUA's who 

had to go through 10,000 approaches themselves to overcome their anxiety indirectly 

(and then expect you to take the same path).   

 

Or you may remain frustrated not making the moves because you're afraid of what 

women will say and then you'll take it too personally because really, you're still giving 

THEM the power instead of acting out of a rock-solid self-assurance that you're fine 

either way. 

 



I don't think you have TIME for the first option and the latter may come to close to 

home for you.   

 

Maybe you have quit trying to meet women b/c it just didn't feel right to approach so 

much and keep getting rejected; yet you still value connecting with women and you 

want an 'easier way'. 

 

And fortunately, there IS one. 

 

The easier way is that of relating with power AS power and solid self-confidence itself 

which is what these 9 keys simply cue you into living with.  You can call it 

‘interdependence’. 

 

It's how powerful people relate and when they get 'rejected' they don't take it 

personally b/c their self-confidence comes from within and they're relating with 

independent, powerful people well..powerfully. 

 

If you're DIS-empowered and disconnected from women, it doesn't matter how many 

approaches you do, you're going to consistently keep getting rejection and dealing with 

it in a dysfunctional way BECAUSE you're disempowered and not having a clue.  

Unfortunately, many experts are keeping men disempowered and still placing women 

on this pedestal so the men never really step into natural confidence.   

 

For years, I've led with the natural approach to actually becoming that man of power. 

 

1 client I had in Berlin had approached 4000 women and was further away than when 

he started before he came to me for help (and we had more happen in that 1 weekend 

than all of it he said; and that was my slowest weekend with Natural Game Go).   

 

Yet women are open to connect with me, naturals, alpha males and rock stars when 

they approach or talk with women, not because of good looks or social status but 

because of our self-confidence that doesn't NEED her. 

 



We relate with power to power itself and we don't give our power away.  This gives us 

the power to not just talk with anyone in the world including celebrities, but have a 

CONNECTION with them. 

 

In order to open the world of women up to you like a natural and have comfort talking 

with real beauties, you must be and relate as powerful so that you aren't trying to 'take' 

or 'get' something from empowered women (which is when they can easily reject you).   

 

When you're COOL with them as an equal and you don't need anything and you're living 

in the moment, there's no resistance so they have nothing to REJECT about you.  That's 

when a relationship with another person of power and respect can develop. 

 

It's the simple concept of interdependence but with some different dynamics when it 

comes to sexual attraction. 

 

It was in Barcelona a few years ago where I locked down and mastered meeting women 

in any environment; now with the ability to comfortably and confidently approach or 

talk to any woman anywhere (even if I don't speak their language).   

 

As a reference point, BCN was a BLAST and I approached maybe 150 women naturally 

just out and about day and night and got like 50 numbers or so within a month.   

 

I've got numbers from women when out with the likes of Carlos Xuma, Etienne (quite 

often), Will H., Christian Hudson, Badboy, Brent, Cliff, Brad Jackson, Paul Janka (& I'm 

pretty sure when out with Adam Gilad). 

 

And we know it's more than about just getting numbers, but when you're a natural, you 

can figure that things can go beyond just the numbers ;)! 

 

I was already perfectly comfortable in my own skin meeting women before BCN b/c of 

Natural Grounding and what else I was already teaching, but I wanted to be able to 

more proactively talk to women when out in the open instead of staying in my own 

world.  So to truly and effectively master meeting women (and higher close rates of 

number closes), I hired the world's best at cold approaching women (Paul  

 



Janka) and we spent a day together to just 'open me up' more.   

 

That helped me effectively 'lock it in' so I ALWAYS have the skill.  I may be a little rusty if 

I'm off for a few months working on a project, but it'll just take an approach or 3 and I'm 

back with the clarity of it all turned on again.  When you really master it, you have it for 

a lifetime to connect with women.   

 

It's a priceless ability to have; being able to approach any woman you want at anytime 

without ever having to worry about rejection.  What would that do for your lifestyle? 

 

All of my live clients have seen me approach, meet or talk with women in perfect 

confidence.  They have seen attraction and I empower them to have that reality 

themselves. 

 

Even workshop attendees for non-dating events have sometimes even seen me get 

numbers from women.   

 

One time in Austin, it was this waitress and only one of them saw that there was 

anything secretly going on with me and her (I went out with her later). 

 

So the ability to MEET women as a single man is important but if you're stopping 

yourself because of fear, unworthiness or anxiety then women are picking up on it.  

Naturals don't send those vibes and women are far more open and responsive to them 

even if they're not showing any flirting signs initially themselves. 

 

A natural can 'take the risk' with the approach and minimize rejection and it rolls off his 

back whatever she may say to him.  He knows their response may be ALL over the chart 

from one woman to another but his core comes from within.  He is a rejection-proof 

man because whatever they say, can't harm his true self and self-worth.  That man is 

powerful and that man is supposed to be you. 

 

And it's not even like there's anything special with us or the man you're swiftly 

becoming with these 9 keys, we just accept our self worth around women and don't 

have to play any games.   

 



Sure you can always meet women on the internet (but in some markets that becomes 

its own challenge).  With all of this, we’re talking about meeting women live without 

always knowing their level of interest in you (and approaching anyways). 

 

So, I've taught that you only have to do 100 approaches to master your comfort and 

confidence with women (as well as the number close).  These 9 keys will get you there 

faster so you don't have to suffer through 1000s of cold approaches just to get good at 

really what are your own internal issues anyways. 

 

These 9 keys which are founded on authentic natural experience and operating from 

great self worth and interdependence with people of power and beauty will get you to a 

level of comfort in YOUR own skin, power, connection and confidence around women so 

that you will rarely get outright rejection (with a natural, indirect approach) and even 

when you do, it won't affect your state so it just rolls right off of you. 

 

They're founded on the reality that 'there is nothing she can take away from you' b/c 

you are already fulfilled within and there could only be more of a physical connection 

with women from interdependence because you don't need her.  If it doesn't work out; 

that's fine, if it does, you're ok with that too but you never NEED her. 

 

With these keys, you'll also discover that 'rejection' at an empowered and functional 

level isn't ANYTHING like what you may have been experiencing or taking so personally, 

but you still have to step into your power and relate differently. 

 

So let's get you to the fastest level of natural, authentic power, self worth and 

confidence so that when you ARE meeting or approaching women, you are WORTHY 

and are actively, permanently and rapidly dissolving your real anxiety, fears and struggle 

which comes from disempowerment and unworthiness.   

 

As you accept yourself and relate with power, then, in place of rejection, there can be 

connection as the standards where the women themselves will at least RESPECT you.  

And why?  Because you finally respect yourself and you have a path to now become that 

great self-respecting, empowered alpha man; your greater self and living it. 

 



And we'll get you there without having to approach 1000s of women fighting through 

great barriers, great rejection and resistance from women.  (The PUA style approach 

generally doesn't work because it's a disempowered and needy outlook to begin with; 

women see right through it). 

 

Imagine what it would be like to have UNSHAKABLE confidence that you carry with you 

NOW and project with women that ATTRACTS them to you and has them naturally 

responding to you instead of you dealing with your own JUNK and then getting tons of 

rejection.   

 

Imagine what it would be like to comfortably talk to any woman and even if she's not 

interested, there isn't any PAIN in your life that torments you on your own long 

afterwards.  What doors would that open up for you not to even worry about it?  To go 

for her number anyways and if she's not up for it, that's totally cool? 

 

From empowerment, it's not even rejection anyways.  It's functional relationship 

management; you CAN'T be in relation to every woman, just like she has to have her 

own selective standards to a basic degree. 

 

When you're approaching or meeting women it's not that you won't ever get 'rejected' 

per se, but it's in understanding that there just isn't a connection on some level, or it's 

not the right time or mood for her, etc.   

 

There IS no true rejection because there is nothing women can take away from you.  

You're already fulfilled within and eternally connected to the feminine energy of women. 

   

What there CAN be is functional rejection which is really just a 'no-deal' relationship 

between two empowered people. 

 

Rejection itself implies that she has power over you.  I don't care who she is, she doesn't 

have power over you.  And no one can take that away from you. 

 

So really, no one can reject you because only YOU can reject you, yet in the 9 keys, we'll 

still reference it from the angle of functional and dysfunctional rejection b/c it will up-

level you from where you're at into a reality of power where you are THEN closer to 



truly living as independent and equal to all other power, beauty and glamour where 

they can't take anything away from you. 

 

So even in the case of Brad Pitt, it's not that women would 'reject' him; it just wouldn't 

work out right then for her interests, timing, time of the month, mood, etc.  There are a 

myriad of reasons and NONE of it are for you to take personally; self-respect is retained 

for BOTH PARTIES. 

 

And you like to party.  So with that said (enough pre-ample), let's get to these 9 keys to 

mastery level self-confidence with meeting and approaching women. 

 

Now, because I put this part at the end, you can go back like a loop and revisit the 9 keys 

or Summary (which would be wise to re-read several times b/c of their transformational 

nature to get a good grasp on them). 

 

So put the 9 keys to work in your life with a transformational value and keep meeting 

women.  You CAN be that confident, fear-less man.   -Rion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, if you have financial resources available and are serious about change; you 

can schedule a free 30 minute session with me so that we can uncover some of your 

limitations and see if working with me further would be a fit for both of us 
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